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OUR CONSTANT, 

OUR QUEEN





FROM THE PRESIDENT 

(This was originally posted on the BCT's Facebook
page on the night Her Majesty passed away)

"It is with deep regret that the British Club of the
Taunus acknowledge the death of Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth II.

The news that Queen Elizabeth has died has started a
tidal wave of emotions. Throughout the evening and
into the night, members have been sharing their
thoughts and feelings about this momentous event
(“The Second Elizabethan Age is over”) and of the
Queen herself (“a paragon of grace”,
"straightforward, honest, stoic, caring, always a moral
compass”, “a symbol of stability and fortitude in
these difficult times.”)

Some of our fortunate members have had the
privilege of meeting Queen Elizabeth, whether being
presented to her as the President of the BCT or at a
garden party as a small child and having to curtsy.
For the majority of us, we were only able to admire
her from afar.

“She has been my Queen for all my life.” 

This sentiment has been the most widely shared of
all. Queen Elizabeth will be remembered for her 70
year reign as the UK’s longest serving monarch. But,
based on the memories shared by members, she will
be most remembered for her dedication and
“guiding the country and leading through example.”
She has been a steady beacon for not only her
people but for her country’s leaders, especially the 15 
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British Prime Ministers, who have governed the
country on her behalf.

According to the BBC, “Her commitment to the
Commonwealth was a constant - she visited every
Commonwealth country at least once.” As a
Canadian, my respect for the Queen comes not from
her position as the head of my country’s government
or her unprecedented 22 visits but from her role as a
strong, working mother. Yes, she had all the benefits
and luxuries available to her. But her steadfast
commitment and unwavering support for her
subjects and her family was admirable and beyond
what was expected of her, especially through her
most difficult times. I truly believe I will never see
another monarch like Queen Elizabeth in many
lifetimes.

We know many of you have wonderful stories to
share about Queen Elizabeth. Therefore, we have
opened up an online condolences book so that our
members can express their thoughts and feelings.
Please share your memories with words, photos and
pictures. One member suggested that children could
also share their drawings of the Queen. We would like
to include them all in our website and perhaps also
gift it to the British Embassy on behalf of the British
Club.

Please use the following link:
https://www.remembr.com/en/hm.queen.elizabeth.ii.
british.club

-Jema Gruber 

"I declare before you all that
my whole life, whether it be
long or short, shall be
devoted to your service and
the service of our great
imperial family to which we
all belong."

Q U E E N  E L I Z A B E T H  I I ,  
A P R I L  2 1 ,  1 9 4 7

https://gmail.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=09ff5211142331961081fe3db&id=9ddb75974e&e=d205a50e6b
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W H A T ' S  N E W

                                                                                Theme for November Magazine:Theme for November Magazine:      
                                            
                              Our theme for November is "The Power ofOur theme for November is "The Power of
Language". According to Language". According to Dan JurafskyDan Jurafsky, the Jackson Eli, the Jackson Eli
Reynolds Professor in Humanities and chair of theReynolds Professor in Humanities and chair of the
Department of Linguistics in the Department of Linguistics in the School of HumanitiesSchool of Humanities
and Sciences at Stanfordand Sciences at Stanford, “Discovering what’s universal, “Discovering what’s universal
about languages can help us understand the core ofabout languages can help us understand the core of
our humanity.” Has the nuance of the English language,our humanity.” Has the nuance of the English language,
or any other language for that matter, stumped you oror any other language for that matter, stumped you or
provided an anecdotal experience? Have wordsprovided an anecdotal experience? Have words
changed your opinions or reinforced them, kept you inchanged your opinions or reinforced them, kept you in
your place or roused you? We'd like to hear your storiesyour place or roused you? We'd like to hear your stories
and see your photos! We also welcome original poemsand see your photos! We also welcome original poems
and works of fiction. Submit your work to Julie atand works of fiction. Submit your work to Julie at
magazine@british-club.de by October 20!magazine@british-club.de by October 20!  

Future magazine themes include:Future magazine themes include:
December-January - Nostalgia/ Comfort ZonesDecember-January - Nostalgia/ Comfort Zones
February - EntrepreneurshipFebruary - Entrepreneurship

MORNING BOOK CLUB
Thursday 13th October

Our book this month is a non-fiction book:
Red Notice by Bill Browder.

This is the true story of how Browder, a US
investment banker, was investing in Russia at
the time the Berlin Wall came down. His Russian
lawyer was killed in a Russian prison while
helping Browder to uncover some corrupt
transactions in which Putin was also involved.

This is an interesting and topical book.

Our book for November is Crow Lake by Mary
Lawson.
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Save these dates:

8 October:  Taunus Hike

17 October: #IamRemarkable Workshop 

 20 October: Evening Drinks Meet Up

(Taunus location to be determined)

 27 October: Library (Online)

EVENING BOOK CLUB
Tuesday 11th October

Our book for October is The Year of Magical Thinking
by Joan Didion, which is an account of the year
following the death of the author's husband in 2003. It
has become a classic book on mourning and grief
from a first hand experience.The title of the book refers
to the thinking that if a person hopes for something
enough or performs the right actions then an
unavoidable event can be averted. 

Ms Didion was a prolific writer who wrote about the
counterculture in the 60s and 70s and eventually the
affluent Hollywood and New York lifestyle to which she
belonged.She won the National Book Award for Non-
fiction and was shortlisted for the Pulitzer Prize for
Biography and Autobiography for this book.

In November, we will read Remarkable Creatures by
Tracy Chevalier.

#IamRemarkable is a Google initiative
empowering women and other
underrepresented groups to celebrate their
achievements in the workplace and beyond.  
Join this 90 minute webinar to learn the
importance of self promotion in your
personal and professional life and be
equipped with tools to develop this skill. 
Date : Monday 17th October 19:30-21:00 via
Gotomeeting. Please RSVP to Claire at
claire_kempson@hotmail.com

https://web.stanford.edu/~jurafsky/
https://humsci.stanford.edu/


Morning Book Club Review
At our meeting on 14th September we discussed
The Promise by Damon Galgut.

A review by Erika, and why she recommended the
book:

When I read about the Booker Prize Winner of 2021
The Promise by Damon Galgut, I got interested,
bought the book, read it quickly, liked it and
recommended it to our reading group. 

The book tells the story of the Swart family who live
on their farm outside Pretoria. The author has
cleverly divided the book into 4 parts: "MA" - "PA" -
"ASTRID " and "ANTON". The sections are roughly 10
years apart and describe each person's funeral.
MA's funeral is in 1986, during Apartheid, and
Anton's is around 2016 during the time of the
corrupt President Zuma. 

The book starts and finishes with Amor, the
youngest of the three siblings who is only 13 when
her mother dies. However, she is present
throughout the narrative and she is the one who
hears her dying mother make her husband
promise to give the little cottage to their black
maid, Salome, where she lives with her son. Salome
had devotedly nursed her during her illness. The
family ignores this promise and only at the end of
the book, when she is the only one left, can Amor
fulfil this promise herself. 

Reading the book slowly a second time, I especially
enjoyed the description of the atmosphere, the
irony, the way the characters were portrayed and
the political influences mentioned. All in all, I think
that this book deserved the Booker Prize. 

Members' comments:

At the start of the meeting Jane gave us - as
always - interesting information about the author.

Several members enjoyed the book; others were
more ambivalent. 

There are many characters in the book and
members commented that the male characters
were portrayed more sympathetically and
successfully than the female characters.
We discussed what we felt about the characters,
and that several of them were not particularly
likable. Although many of the characters were
flawed, it was interesting to see how the writer
developed them.

Several members had read the book twice and
commented that they gained more from the book
and enjoyed and understood it better on the second
reading. 

We discussed the title of the book, which recurs at
each funeral, but could also point to the promise of
more democracy when Mandela was in power. 

Religion plays an important role in the story, although
it was commented that at times it was a little over
simplistic. The portrayal of flawed religious figures
and characters was skilfully done.
The strict attitude of the church was portrayed well,
and religious themes run through the book.

As some members had lived in Africa and one
member had recently visited South Africa, our
discussion covered interesting aspects of life and the
political situation there, and we felt that we had
gained knowledge and insight from the book.
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Ted News
 Text and Photo by Fiona Mayne

If you missed the September magazine and are
wondering what on earth "Ted News" is, here is a brief
re-cap: Ted is the name I gave the tumour in my
breast. You may think it odd, but it seemed like a
good idea at the time! I was asked by lovely friends
to keep them regularly updated about my treatment
so that they could pray very specifically for me.
Those regular emails became "Ted News" and here
are the next issues. I hope you enjoy them.

-Issue #3-
Dear All,
 
This is just a quick update as tomorrow the chemo
starts. The first session will apparently take longer
because they will dribble it in slowly to see how I
react. As I'm participating in a study they will also be
watching me like a hawk and writing every little thing
down twice, so I should be in pretty good care from
that point of view. It's a bit scary not knowing what's
going to happen or how I'm going to react, but I know
Jesus is with me every step of the way and went
through a pretty scary time Himself (to say the least),
so knows what it's like.

Love
Fi-ona

-Issue #4-
Dear All,
 
Thank you for all your prayers and kind thoughts.
Even if you don't believe in God, He believes in you
and knows a kind thought when He sees it.

So week 1 of chemotherapy. What can I tell you? First
and foremost: no major side effects so far. Thank
goodness. I was worried that I would be sick as a
dog, but I was being fed anti-sickness tablets for the
first few days and was fine. The other benefit to the 

tablets was that they made me sleep lots. Luvverly!
So that leaves me prepared for round 2 tomorrow.
The attached photo is what greeted me as I was
going to chemo for the first time. Our lovely
godfamily (Joana is my goddaughter, but we've sort
of adopted each other's families) had written
instructions to Ted to move out quickly!

What's a chemo session like? Well, having given a
blood sample (through my newly acquired port
rather than having more holes poked in me), it
involved lying around on a bed trolley for several
hours whilst stuff dripped into me (life's hard ). Last
week I was in hospital from 8.30am until 4.15pm.
They drip it more slowly the first time, so tomorrow it
might be marginally quicker. One of the oncology
nurses actually had to do overtime to get me
through because they normally close at 3.30pm. I'm
going in at 8am tomorrow. I've also got a chemo-
chum, K. She was in the "bed" beside me and it was
her first day of chemo as well. Although that's not
entirely accurate because this is her second time.
She had a breast removed 6 years ago, so I think
the whole thing is probably pretty depressing for
her. She heard me talking to the nurses and
immediately asked if I was English (that give-away
accent again!). She spent a year in Wembley many
years ago and loves everything British. So that gave
us a good start and we were able to chat for most
of the day (when I wasn't asleep because of the
sickness tablets).
 
Apparently it's after week 2 that your hair starts to
fall out. About time too! My hair is now so long that
it's started doing it's own thing again. Last week it
adopted the Tintin style. Today one side is going in
all directions - why does one side always do
something different to the other? One of life's great
mysteries I suppose.
 
The only thing I really didn't like is having to inject
my tummy to avoid thrombosis after the port
operation. If I were 2, I would stamp my feet and
shout "No, no, no". But Harvey expects slightly more
decorum from me these days, so he kindly tries to
encourage me to do it and I relent. (Harvey's more
squeamish than me, so he can't actually look when
I'm doing it, but he helps me sort out how the needle
works.)
 
Prayers of thanks: that the first session was so "easy"
and that I have a chemo chum.
Prayer requests: same again please. Keep the nasty
side effects away so that it's not too hard to keep
going back for more.

Love
Fi-ona
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-Issue #5-
Dear All,

What a difference a week makes!
Week 1 chemo in t-shirt and gym trousers. 25 degrees and
sunny (factor 30 turned out not to be enough any more)
Week 2 chemo in thick woolly jumper and boots. 0 degrees
and snow!

Week 2 was easy. I had forgotten that I get the full-
whammy every three weeks. So I was home by 2pm this
week. Tomorrow is also a "mini" dose.

Each week brings a new nutritional challenge. Week 1 my
iron levels were probably low (probably because they
don't actually test for iron, but assume it from the red
blood things - more medically-minded people know what
I mean). So Popeye would be proud of me. Tip of the week:
baby spinach instead of lettuce in a salad.

Week 2 my protein levels were low, so tofu high on the
agenda. Recipe of the week: spinach and pecorino frittata
- yummy! The doctor also prescribed me supersonic
doses of vitamin D3. Added to the B12, B6 and Omega 3
which had been prescribed previously, my little daily pill
dispenser is bursting at the seams. Having been a
vegetarian for the last 30 years, I guess it's not 
surprising that iron and protein would be the weak 
areas.

On Friday Ted and his two friends became marked 
men. A pin with a little thread attached was injected 
into each of them so that after they've been shrunk, 
the surgeon can still find them to remove the last 
little bits. Isn't it amazing what they can do these 
days?

So far I have to say that I am more or less fit as a 
fiddle, thank goodness (although why fiddles are
 fit is frankly beyond me). The only troubling 
side-effect over Easter has been sorted out by 
eating prunes, linseeds and a powder from the 
doctor. Occasional bouts of tiredness are 
probably normal.

At some point maybe I need to mention to 
the people monitoring me for the study 
that I have an unfair advantage in all 
this. They can't calculate the value of 
so many people praying .

Prayers of thanks: side-effects 
minimal and controllable. 
Doctors checking me 
constantly.

Prayer requests: that it 
stays that way

Lots of love
Fi-ona 
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MOTHER'S CORNER PRESENTS

11AM | OCTOBER 16 (SUNDAY)
WWW.KELLERS-LABYRINTH.DE

HOF KÖPPELWIESE 1
 61273 OBERNHAIN

 
€3,50 (FOR ANYONE OVER 

3 YEARS OLD) 
ALL FEES GO DIRECTLY TO

THE LOCATION OWNER

R.S.V.P. VIA EMAIL BY OCT. 1 
TO JULIE 

(MAGAZINE@BRITISH-CLUB.DE) 
WITH THE FOLLOWING DETAILS:
- ARE YOU AN AIWC OR BCT

MEMBER
- HOW MANY FAMILY MEMBERS ARE

COMING
- AGES OF THE KIDS 

PUMPKINPUMPKINPUMPKIN
PATCHPATCHPATCH
PARTYPARTYPARTY



QUEEN ELIZABETH II
1926-2022



I was very sad when I heard that the Queen had
passed away. It felt - and still feels - like the
end of an era. Through all the many changes that
took place during the last decades, the Queen was
a constant and stable presence. Always tastefully
dressed, with her ubiquitous handbag, one knew
what to expect - that she would gracefully and
with dignity fulfil her role, while putting people at
ease. Her sense of humour often betrayed itself in a
twinkle of her eyes, and who can forget the James
Bond video and the best of all - Paddington. That
struck a chord with so many people.

What impressed me particularly though was the
fact that one never knew what the Queen
really thought about the political issues of the day.
In this age, when celebrities, politicians and
everyone else immediately air their views about
everything on Twitter, Facebook etc. it was a
reassuring feeling of stability to know that the
Queen would not splash her opinions on social
media, but carry on meeting the Prime Minister and
others, giving knowledgeable advice while
never revealing what that advice was. One can
only speculate what she must have thought at
times.

Now King Charles has taken over the reins, and I
feel hopeful about his leadership of the monarchy.
He appears approachable and ready to listen, and
is passionate about environmental issues - surely 

From Our Members

one of, if not the, most urgent topic at the moment
- and while he may now be required to say less
about this, his views are already well known. The
outpouring of affection and respect in the last few
days has shown that the monarchy touches
people from all walks of life. I wish King Charles
years of good health, so that he can carry on his
mother's wonderful and unique legacy.

-Barbara Neuhaus
 
 

I remember where I was when I heard about the
Queen's passing: the committee had just sat down
to our September meeting and suddenly the text
messages and online tributes came through. As we
started drafting a message to post on our social
media sites, we were initially stumped; how can we
word our condolences for someone who meant so
much to so many people? No matter what your
stand if on the monarch as a whole, the loss of our
Queen is a great one indeed.

As a young girl growing up, I found Queen Elizabeth
II, and what she dedicated herself to, fascinating.
My home country never had an overall monarchy,
unlike the other Southeast Asian countries, much
less have a woman in any position of power (our
first female president was only voted in 1986). The
Queen, to me, was a matriarch who navigated the
modern world with a traditional moral compass,
and served as a bridge from another time.
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On a (much) lighter note, my mother and I
would look at photos of her in the paper or
magazines (before the internet became
what it is) and admire her sense of fashion
(the hats! the pastels!) and her  "eye-
smile" (a direct translation of a Chinese
term we use to describe someone whose
smile is so sincere that their eyes shine).
This is why I 
chose the photo of her laughing for 
the cover (taken in London, March 
2018) - her face just radiates 
joy (plus her hat is 
magnificent!).

When I began working in London, I would 
often pass by Buckingham Palace with my
co-workers, who came from all corners of
the globe, and wonder if the Queen was in
residence. We would also take a walk
through St. James Park on weekends and
marvel at all the swans that were tagged. I
would repeat to whoever was beside me
that the Queen had the right to claim all
the swans in England (if she so wished). 

When I look back at her reign, at her
steady hand, I see a woman in authority
who, to paraphrase Rudyard Kipling, met
with Triumph and Disaster, and treated
those two impostors just the same. Her
Majesty was truly one of a kind. 

Have a good rest Ma'am, and thank you
for your many, many years of service. 

-Julie Ng
 
 

When I first heard of the Queen’s death, I
was sad. As the days passed, I realised
how much she had been a constant in my
life and now there was an unfilled space. I
had simply taken her for granted and my
sorrow grew. Following her death, I felt the
need to talk to other Brits. I wanted to
share my feelings of sadness,
thankfulness, and respect for her long
reign. Somehow, talking together made
me, and the others, feel connected and
part of a larger community. Watching the
people file past the coffin in Westminster
Hall on TV, was a really moving experience
and once again, I had the feeling of
belonging to a country that had 
lost an extraordinary woman who had 
always worked to bring people together. 
In her death, she had achieved that, we 
were the United Kingdom.
(continued on the next page)

continued
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The first clear memory I have of her was theThe first clear memory I have of her was the
coronation. My parents had bought a televisioncoronation. My parents had bought a television
just so that we could watch, along with lots ofjust so that we could watch, along with lots of
neighbours, the events of the day. Of course, itneighbours, the events of the day. Of course, it
was black and white and a small screen but, forwas black and white and a small screen but, for
us, it was a miracle. We were spellbound by theus, it was a miracle. We were spellbound by the
pageantry and the very young queen.pageantry and the very young queen.  

A little while later, the queen visited WandsworthA little while later, the queen visited Wandsworth
and, our school being near, we were allowed toand, our school being near, we were allowed to
go to see her and wave our flags. I don’tgo to see her and wave our flags. I don’t
remember too much but what struck me thenremember too much but what struck me then
was how small she was. Somehow, one thinkswas how small she was. Somehow, one thinks
royalty should be tall and commanding. She wasroyalty should be tall and commanding. She was
not but she had the ability to talk to her subjectsnot but she had the ability to talk to her subjects
making them feel at ease.making them feel at ease.

During the coronation year, 1957, I started andDuring the coronation year, 1957, I started and
finished embroidering a sampler that read: ‘Junefinished embroidering a sampler that read: ‘June
EIIR, 1953. I made this in 1953 to commemorateEIIR, 1953. I made this in 1953 to commemorate
the coronation of our dear Queen Elizabeth thethe coronation of our dear Queen Elizabeth the
Second.’ The sampler is still with me and hangsSecond.’ The sampler is still with me and hangs
on a wall in our flat.on a wall in our flat.

At some point in my late teenage years, IAt some point in my late teenage years, I
became somewhat of an anti-royalist. Perhapsbecame somewhat of an anti-royalist. Perhaps
because I had spent a year in Utah, living with anbecause I had spent a year in Utah, living with an
American family and going to school. Maybe IAmerican family and going to school. Maybe I
looked at the royal family as archaic with all thelooked at the royal family as archaic with all the
paraphernalia of tradition and thought it shouldparaphernalia of tradition and thought it should
be changed. But this didn’t last long, and Ibe changed. But this didn’t last long, and I
followed the royal family with all the ups andfollowed the royal family with all the ups and
downs. Throughout, the Queen remained stoic,downs. Throughout, the Queen remained stoic,
carrying on her duties. I used to enjoy wonderingcarrying on her duties. I used to enjoy wondering
what outfit and hat she was going to be wearingwhat outfit and hat she was going to be wearing
at a public appearance. I am no hat wearer, butat a public appearance. I am no hat wearer, but
her hats were wonderful and her clothesher hats were wonderful and her clothes
colourful.colourful.  

With respect and gratitude, I as a British subject,With respect and gratitude, I as a British subject,
will remember her, my Queen.will remember her, my Queen.

-Heather Martorana-Heather Martorana

continued
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The World Remembers

“What I admired about her style is that she always“What I admired about her style is that she always
looked herself, rather than trying to be fashionable.looked herself, rather than trying to be fashionable.
I know it’s a cliche to say, but she always wore theI know it’s a cliche to say, but she always wore the
clothes, they never wore her. By doing so, she wasclothes, they never wore her. By doing so, she was
instantly recognizable, and was able to wear theseinstantly recognizable, and was able to wear these
extraordinary outfits... extraordinary outfits... She was acutely aware ofShe was acutely aware of
the power of fashion, and I think she was verythe power of fashion, and I think she was very
respectful of the craft of fashion too. She knew thatrespectful of the craft of fashion too. She knew that
her appearance was a metaphor that could beher appearance was a metaphor that could be
used in many different ways. She really understoodused in many different ways. She really understood
it as a tool of communication. Even though it’sit as a tool of communication. Even though it’s
been debated, for me, I think the strongestbeen debated, for me, I think the strongest
statement was when she had to read the Brexitstatement was when she had to read the Brexit
speech in the House of Commons, for which shespeech in the House of Commons, for which she
wore a blue hat with yellow flowers that absolutelywore a blue hat with yellow flowers that absolutely
resembled the European flag. Because from what Iresembled the European flag. Because from what I
understand, she always embraced the EU. Sheunderstand, she always embraced the EU. She
lived through the war, and she knew why the EUlived through the war, and she knew why the EU
was created—to tie nations together. So that to mewas created—to tie nations together. So that to me
was one of the most important looks of hers. Youwas one of the most important looks of hers. You
can’t really call it political because she did notcan’t really call it political because she did not
have a political voice, but I’m sure she wanted tohave a political voice, but I’m sure she wanted to
make a point, and she made it as strongly as shemake a point, and she made it as strongly as she
possibly could through what she wore.possibly could through what she wore.””

-Stephen Jones, OBE, as told to Vogue-Stephen Jones, OBE, as told to Vogue
  

"Queen Elizabeth II was the rock on which modern"Queen Elizabeth II was the rock on which modern
Britian was built. Our country has grown andBritian was built. Our country has grown and
flourished under her reign. In the difficult daysflourished under her reign. In the difficult days
ahead, we will come together with our friendsahead, we will come together with our friends
across the United Kingdom, the Commonwealthacross the United Kingdom, the Commonwealth
and the world to celebrate her extraordinaryand the world to celebrate her extraordinary
lifetime of service. It is a day of great loss, butlifetime of service. It is a day of great loss, but
Queen Elizabeth II leaves a great legacy.Queen Elizabeth II leaves a great legacy.  
God save the King."God save the King."

-UK Prime Minister Liz Truss-UK Prime Minister Liz Truss  

“Queen Elizabeth II was a stateswoman of“Queen Elizabeth II was a stateswoman of
unmatched dignity and constancy who deepenedunmatched dignity and constancy who deepened
the bedrock Alliance between the United Kingdomthe bedrock Alliance between the United Kingdom
and the United States. She helped make ourand the United States. She helped make our
relationship special.relationship special.  

We first met the Queen in 1982, traveling to the UKWe first met the Queen in 1982, traveling to the UK
as part of a Senate delegation. And we wereas part of a Senate delegation. And we were
honored that she extended her hospitality to us inhonored that she extended her hospitality to us in
June 2021 during our first overseas trip as PresidentJune 2021 during our first overseas trip as President
and First Lady, where she charmed us with her wit,and First Lady, where she charmed us with her wit,
moved us with her kindness, and generouslymoved us with her kindness, and generously
shared with us her wisdom.shared with us her wisdom.  

......And she stood in solidarity with the United StatesAnd she stood in solidarity with the United States
during our darkest days after 9/11, where sheduring our darkest days after 9/11, where she
poignantly reminded us that "Grief is the price wepoignantly reminded us that "Grief is the price we
pay for love.""pay for love.""

-US President Joe Biden and First Lady Jill Biden-US President Joe Biden and First Lady Jill Biden
  

In a complicated world, her steady grace andIn a complicated world, her steady grace and
resolve brought comfort to us all... I will miss ourresolve brought comfort to us all... I will miss our
chats... she was thoughtful, wise, curious, helpful,chats... she was thoughtful, wise, curious, helpful,
funny and so much more... She was one of myfunny and so much more... She was one of my
favourite people in the world, and I will miss her so."favourite people in the world, and I will miss her so."

-Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau-Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
  

"We mourn the death of Queen Elizabeth II. She was"We mourn the death of Queen Elizabeth II. She was
a role model and inspiration for millions, also herea role model and inspiration for millions, also here
in Germany. Her commitment to German-Britishin Germany. Her commitment to German-British
reconciliation after the horrors of the Second Worldreconciliation after the horrors of the Second World
War will remain unforgotten. She will be missed, notWar will remain unforgotten. She will be missed, not
least her wonderful sense of humour.least her wonderful sense of humour.""

-Bundeskanzler Olaf Scholz-Bundeskanzler Olaf Scholz

Excerpts from Statements Honouring Her Majesty
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"She was probably the most photographed person in"She was probably the most photographed person in
the world and we talked about photography. Ithe world and we talked about photography. I
brought up Dorothy Wilding and she said Wildingbrought up Dorothy Wilding and she said Wilding
didn’t even come to the famous shoot [in 1952, thedidn’t even come to the famous shoot [in 1952, the
year of Queen Elizabeth II’s coronation and usedyear of Queen Elizabeth II’s coronation and used
famously, on stamps and banknotes ever since].famously, on stamps and banknotes ever since].
Wilding had her assistant take the photograph. WeWilding had her assistant take the photograph. We
also talked about Jane Bown, who was about thealso talked about Jane Bown, who was about the
Queen’s age and took her 80th birthday portrait.Queen’s age and took her 80th birthday portrait.
Bown came to the palace alone, carrying two bagsBown came to the palace alone, carrying two bags
full of equipment. “Yes, she came all the way byfull of equipment. “Yes, she came all the way by
herself!” the Queen said. “I helped her move theherself!” the Queen said. “I helped her move the
furniture.” She remembered all these things. I told her Ifurniture.” She remembered all these things. I told her I
was using Beaton as a reference for working atwas using Beaton as a reference for working at
Buckingham Palace and she said, ”You have to findBuckingham Palace and she said, ”You have to find
your own way.”your own way.”

At one point when things had calmed down—after theAt one point when things had calmed down—after the
misunderstanding about her wearing the tiara or notmisunderstanding about her wearing the tiara or not
wearing the tiara—she settled into the shoot andwearing the tiara—she settled into the shoot and
became quiet. She then said, “I think Princessbecame quiet. She then said, “I think Princess
Margaret would have been a much better subject.”Margaret would have been a much better subject.”
That moment of vulnerability—it makes me cry rightThat moment of vulnerability—it makes me cry right
now to think of it…that there was this moment in thenow to think of it…that there was this moment in the
middle of the session when she thought that maybemiddle of the session when she thought that maybe
she was not a good enough subject, that she kind ofshe was not a good enough subject, that she kind of
questions herself. We got to see all sides of her thatquestions herself. We got to see all sides of her that
day."day."

-Annie Leibovitz, Photographer, as told to Vogue-Annie Leibovitz, Photographer, as told to Vogue
  
  

"("(The Queen's) empathy and ability to connect withThe Queen's) empathy and ability to connect with
every passing generation, while remaining rooted inevery passing generation, while remaining rooted in
the tradition that truly mattered to her, was anthe tradition that truly mattered to her, was an
example of true leadership."example of true leadership."
-EU Commission President Ursula von der Leyen-EU Commission President Ursula von der Leyen

"Deeply moved by the sad news of your beloved"Deeply moved by the sad news of your beloved
mother’s death, I send you and Camilla my warmestmother’s death, I send you and Camilla my warmest
thoughts and prayers. Your mother was verythoughts and prayers. Your mother was very
important to me and my family. She was a toweringimportant to me and my family. She was a towering
figure among the European monarchs and a greatfigure among the European monarchs and a great
inspiration to us all. We shall miss her terribly.inspiration to us all. We shall miss her terribly.

Her 70 years of reign and service to the people of theHer 70 years of reign and service to the people of the
United Kingdom, the Realms and the CommonwealthUnited Kingdom, the Realms and the Commonwealth
are an unprecedented and remarkable achievement.are an unprecedented and remarkable achievement.
We shall always remember her importantWe shall always remember her important
contributions to their development and prosperity."contributions to their development and prosperity."

-Queen Margrethe II of Denmark-Queen Margrethe II of Denmark  
in a letter to King Charles IIIin a letter to King Charles III
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"Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II will be remembered as"Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II will be remembered as
a stalwart of our times. She provided inspiringa stalwart of our times. She provided inspiring
leadership to her nation and people. She personifiedleadership to her nation and people. She personified
dignity and decency in public life. Pained by herdignity and decency in public life. Pained by her
demise. My thoughts are with her family and peopledemise. My thoughts are with her family and people
of UK in this sad hour.of UK in this sad hour.

I had memorable meetings with Her Majesty QueenI had memorable meetings with Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth II during my UK visits in 2015 and 2018. I willElizabeth II during my UK visits in 2015 and 2018. I will
never forget her warmth and kindness. During one ofnever forget her warmth and kindness. During one of
the meetings she showed me the handkerchiefthe meetings she showed me the handkerchief
Mahatma Gandhi gifted her on her wedding. I willMahatma Gandhi gifted her on her wedding. I will
always cherish that gesture."always cherish that gesture."

-Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi-Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi
  
  

"The death of the Queen, who led Britain through"The death of the Queen, who led Britain through
turbulent times in the world, is a great loss not only forturbulent times in the world, is a great loss not only for
the British people but also the internationalthe British people but also the international
community."community."

-Japanese Prime Minister Fumio Kishida-Japanese Prime Minister Fumio Kishida
  
  

"As the United Kingdom's longest-lived and longest-"As the United Kingdom's longest-lived and longest-
reigning Head of State, Queen Elizabeth II was widelyreigning Head of State, Queen Elizabeth II was widely
admired for her grace, dignity and dedication aroundadmired for her grace, dignity and dedication around
the world. She was a reassuring presence throughoutthe world. She was a reassuring presence throughout
decades of sweeping change, including thedecades of sweeping change, including the
decolonization of Africa and Asia, and the evolution ofdecolonization of Africa and Asia, and the evolution of
the Commonwealth.the Commonwealth.

Queen Elizabeth II was a good friend of the UnitedQueen Elizabeth II was a good friend of the United
Nations and visited our New York Headquarters twice,Nations and visited our New York Headquarters twice,
more than 50 years apart. She was deeply committedmore than 50 years apart. She was deeply committed
to many charitable and environmental causes andto many charitable and environmental causes and
spoke movingly to delegates at the COP26 [twenty-spoke movingly to delegates at the COP26 [twenty-
sixth conference of the Parties to the United Nationssixth conference of the Parties to the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change] climateFramework Convention on Climate Change] climate
talks in Glasgow.talks in Glasgow.

I would like to pay tribute to Queen Elizabeth II for herI would like to pay tribute to Queen Elizabeth II for her
unwavering, life‑long dedication to serving her people.unwavering, life‑long dedication to serving her people.
The world will long remember her devotion andThe world will long remember her devotion and
leadership."leadership."

-UN Secretary-General António Guterres-UN Secretary-General António Guterres
  
  

"With the passing of Queen Elizabeth the Second, an"With the passing of Queen Elizabeth the Second, an
historic reign and a long life devoted to duty, family,historic reign and a long life devoted to duty, family,
faith and service has come to an end. It is a day offaith and service has come to an end. It is a day of
profound sadness and grief for the royal family whoprofound sadness and grief for the royal family who
have lost a beloved mother, grandmother and great-have lost a beloved mother, grandmother and great-
grandmother. Australian hearts go out to the peoplegrandmother. Australian hearts go out to the people
of the United Kingdom who mourn today, knowingof the United Kingdom who mourn today, knowing
they will feel they have lost part of what makes theirthey will feel they have lost part of what makes their
nation whole.nation whole.  
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From her first trip here, it was clear Her Majesty hadFrom her first trip here, it was clear Her Majesty had
a special place in our hearts, and we, in hers. Hera special place in our hearts, and we, in hers. Her
Majesty celebrated our good times, and she stoodMajesty celebrated our good times, and she stood
with us during trials and hardships. Happy andwith us during trials and hardships. Happy and
glorious, but steadfast too. In particular, we recallglorious, but steadfast too. In particular, we recall
the sympathy and personal kindness she extendedthe sympathy and personal kindness she extended
to Australians afflicted by tragedy and disaster —to Australians afflicted by tragedy and disaster —
from floods and bushfires to wars and a pandemic.from floods and bushfires to wars and a pandemic.
Her words and presence were a source of comfort,Her words and presence were a source of comfort,
hope and solace for millions of Australians."hope and solace for millions of Australians."

-Australian Prime Minister Anthony Albanese-Australian Prime Minister Anthony Albanese
  

"Queen Elizabeth was a historic figure: she lived"Queen Elizabeth was a historic figure: she lived
history, she made history, and with her passing, shehistory, she made history, and with her passing, she
leaves a magnificent, inspirational legacy."leaves a magnificent, inspirational legacy."

-Israeli President Isaac Herzog-Israeli President Isaac Herzog
  

"It is with deep sadness that we learned of the"It is with deep sadness that we learned of the
death of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. On behalfdeath of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. On behalf
of theof the    people, we extend sincere condolences topeople, we extend sincere condolences to
the the Royal FamilyRoyal Family, the entire United Kingdom and the, the entire United Kingdom and the
Commonwealth over this irreparable loss. OurCommonwealth over this irreparable loss. Our
thoughts and prayers are with you."thoughts and prayers are with you."

-Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky-Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky
  

"My thoughts and the thoughts of all Ghanaians, at"My thoughts and the thoughts of all Ghanaians, at
home and abroad, are with Queen Elizabeth II, thehome and abroad, are with Queen Elizabeth II, the
British Monarch and Head of the Commonwealth,British Monarch and Head of the Commonwealth,
the organization of which Ghana is a proudthe organization of which Ghana is a proud
member, and her family in these difficult moments.member, and her family in these difficult moments.
I wish her the best and God’s blessings."I wish her the best and God’s blessings."

-Ghanian President Nana Akufo-Addo-Ghanian President Nana Akufo-Addo

"Tonight, the "Tonight, the CommonwealthCommonwealth family is mourning family is mourning
Queen Elizabeth II. The Queen was a great friend ofQueen Elizabeth II. The Queen was a great friend of
Africa and Africa affectionated her in return."Africa and Africa affectionated her in return."

-Gabon President Ali Bongo Ondimba-Gabon President Ali Bongo Ondimba

“I have received news of the death of Queen“I have received news of the death of Queen
Elizabeth II and I send condolences to the people ofElizabeth II and I send condolences to the people of
the United Kingdom. The Queen’s leadership of thethe United Kingdom. The Queen’s leadership of the
Commonwealth for the past seven decades isCommonwealth for the past seven decades is
admirable. We will miss the cordial ties she enjoyedadmirable. We will miss the cordial ties she enjoyed
with Kenya and may her memories continue towith Kenya and may her memories continue to
inspire us. We join the Commonwealth in mourninginspire us. We join the Commonwealth in mourning
and offer our condolences to the Royal Family andand offer our condolences to the Royal Family and
the United Kingdom."the United Kingdom."

-Kenyan President-elect William Ruto-Kenyan President-elect William Ruto
  

"Queen Elizabeth’s visit (in 2011) was pivotal in laying"Queen Elizabeth’s visit (in 2011) was pivotal in laying
a firm basis for an authentic and ethicala firm basis for an authentic and ethical
understanding between our countries. During thoseunderstanding between our countries. During those
memorable few days eleven years ago, the Queenmemorable few days eleven years ago, the Queen
did not shy away from the shadows of the past. Herdid not shy away from the shadows of the past. Her

  moving words and gestures of respect weremoving words and gestures of respect were
deeply appreciated and admired by the people ofdeeply appreciated and admired by the people of
Ireland and set out a new, forward lookingIreland and set out a new, forward looking
relationship between our nations – one of respect,relationship between our nations – one of respect,
close partnership and sincere friendship.close partnership and sincere friendship.  

As we offer our condolences to all our neighbours inAs we offer our condolences to all our neighbours in
the United Kingdom, following the loss of athe United Kingdom, following the loss of a
remarkable friend of Ireland, we remember the roleremarkable friend of Ireland, we remember the role
Queen Elizabeth played in celebrating the warmQueen Elizabeth played in celebrating the warm
and enduring friendship, and her great impact onand enduring friendship, and her great impact on
the bonds of mutual understanding, between ourthe bonds of mutual understanding, between our
two peoples. She will be deeply missed.two peoples. She will be deeply missed.
Ar dheis Dé go raibh a h-anam dílis.”Ar dheis Dé go raibh a h-anam dílis.”

-Irish President Michael D. Higgins-Irish President Michael D. Higgins
  

"When everything is spinning, a nation requires a"When everything is spinning, a nation requires a
still point, when times are difficult, it requiresstill point, when times are difficult, it requires
comfort, and when direction is hard to find, itcomfort, and when direction is hard to find, it
requires leadership. The loss of our Queen robs thisrequires leadership. The loss of our Queen robs this
country of its stillest point, its greatest comfort, atcountry of its stillest point, its greatest comfort, at
precisely the time we need those things most...(theprecisely the time we need those things most...(the
Queen) had enjoyed a personal relationship with usQueen) had enjoyed a personal relationship with us
all based on total commitment to duty and a deepall based on total commitment to duty and a deep
devotion to the country, the Commonwealth, anddevotion to the country, the Commonwealth, and
the people she loved."the people she loved."

-Labour MP Sir Keir Starmer, Opposition Leader-Labour MP Sir Keir Starmer, Opposition Leader
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"Unlike us politicians, with our outriders and our
armour-plated convoys, I can tell you as a direct
eyewitness that she drove herself in her own car
with no detectives and no bodyguard, bouncing at
alarming speed over the Scottish landscape to the
total amazement of the ramblers and the tourists
we encountered."

-Boris Johnson
 

"My diary was empty, and my phone stopped
ringing. My office was astonished to get a call from
Buckingham Palace. No one else wanted to have
anything to do with me, but the Queen wanted to
see me.

I was invited to take tea with the Queen for her to
thank me for my service as secretary of state."

-Harriet Harman on the Queen's kindness after she
lost her senior government role in 1998

 
"The relationship between Scotland and the Queen
was one of shared admiration. Indeed, whilst she
was everyone's Queen, for many in Scotland, she
was Elizabeth, Queen of Scots."

-SNP Westminster leader Ian Blackford
 

"I have heard it said that on occasions such as this
most of us talk about ourselves, and that is
inevitable because we are talking about the links
that we have with and the memories we have of
the person who is gone, but I think I am one of the
few in this House who remembers when the
Queen’s father died. I must admit that my
memories are twofold: first, how surprised I was
that people thought 25 was young; and, secondly,
how when she came to the throne we all got a bar
of chocolate.

I first encountered Her Majesty... soon after I was
first elected to this House in October 1974, and I do
recognise that many hon. Members here were not
born then. By 1975 I was a junior Government Whip,
when we had a small majority and a large
legislative programme. There was a duty that
usually fell to a very senior Whip, one of writing
every day by hand directly to Her Majesty the
Queen to tell her what was happening in her
Parliament—I was told this had probably originated
with the first Prime Minister, who wrote to the King to
tell him what was happening in the House—and I
was asked to undertake this duty to help my
colleague. By the way—this is very important—I was
told that this was a personal message from a
member of the Government to Her Majesty for her
eyes only. There seemed little point in telling her the 

things that she would know from her red box or that
she had probably read in the chat column in The
Daily Telegraph, so I wrote to her about the stuff I
thought she would not get from either of those
sources. I wrote to her about the gossip in the Tea
Room—occasionally slightly edited—and about the
rows that people were having behind the scenes in
the Committee Rooms and corridors. There was no
feedback, but there was no rebuke either.

A day then came when the Queen went on an
overseas visit. I knew, of course, that official
correspondence always goes through official
channels when the Queen is out of the country, but I
was a very new MP, and thought that no one would
have the impertinence to read something that was
marked from me personally to the Queen
personally. Some busybody in No. 10, however, did.

Perhaps a little unfortunately—this is not unknown
to Members in this House—there was something of
a dispute going on at the time about the issue of
our relationship with the European Community.
[Laughter.] I told the Queen what we thought about
it, what we were saying about it, and where I
thought the Ministers of the day were sometimes
getting it wrong. The House may not be surprised to
learn—I will not sully your ears—that there is a short,
pithy phrase in common usage that encapsulates
exactly what happened next. Suffice it to say I was
summoned to the Chief Whip, and after a brief and
spirited discussion, the job returned to the person
to whom it had originally been assigned.
[Laughter.] Many years later—this is rather typical—I
heard very indirectly and subtly that perhaps Her
Majesty had slightly regretted the return to normal
service, and that was comforting, and I was
pleased.

...I testify to the qualities of which everyone else has
spoken and to which I am sure everyone else will
give testimony: her intelligence, her knowledge and
her sense of humour. One of my abiding and
favourite memories of recent years is a clip that
hon. Members will probably recall and that has
often been on the news. The Duke of Edinburgh was
being chased by a persistent bee, and there is a
picture of the Queen coming through an archway,
giggling uncontrollably and clearly quite unable to
suppress how hysterically funny she found it. That
very much sums up the person we could see and
admire. She was a remarkable person and a
remarkable monarch. We are the poorer for her
going."

-former Foreign Secretary Margaret Beckett
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"Much has been said about service and duty, but I
make no apology for repeating them. This is what
Her Majesty’s life was about, right from those early
days, described so graphically in this House today.
That is why so many felt, like my noble friend Lady
Smith of Basildon, shock when we learned that Her
Majesty’s life was fading. Is it only yesterday? The
shock was obviously greater, as has been alluded
to, because of the juxtaposition with her role as our
monarch on Tuesday, inducting the new Prime
Minister and doing—yes—her duty. I found myself
yesterday evening in a situation that I had never
expected to, one of complete irrationality. I started
to think, “Not now, not at this moment, please, not
yet”. It was totally irrational, but it was because our
Queen, over my lifetime, not only demonstrated
how a constitutional monarch can do that duty but
did it in a way that has held our nation, our United
Kingdom, together. I hope that the memory will last
with us for decades to come.

...I have lots of anecdotes, particularly about dogs,
as noble Lords will understand, from over those
many years, but perhaps appropriately I will finish
by giving just two. One was when I was inducted as
a privy counsellor 25 years ago. I am sad that
decisions have been taken that preclude so many
of us on the Privy Council from the Accession
Council. Back in those days, I knew it would be
difficult and, unusually for me, I was quite nervous. 

I knew I could not drag the dog across the floor
because dogs are not very good at showing you
where to kneel on cushions. They are brilliant at all
other kinds of other things, but that is not one of
them, so I left the dog with Jack Straw. I moved
across the room and I managed to hit the cushion,
but facing the wrong way. Her Majesty, in what was
always her gracious, careful and never patronising
way, managed to gently shift me round by
touching my arm so that I could just brush her
hand."
-former Labour cabinet minister Lord David Blunkett

"As we grieve together, we know that, in losing our
beloved Queen, we have lost the person whose
steadfast loyalty, service and humility has helped
us make sense of who we are through decades of
extraordinary change in our world, nation and
society. The Late Queen leaves behind a truly
extraordinary legacy: one that is found in almost
every corner of our national life, as well as the lives
of so many nations around the world, and
especially in the Commonwealth...It was my great
privilege to meet Her Late Majesty on many
occasions. Her clarity of thinking, capacity for
careful listening, inquiring mind, humour,
remarkable memory and extraordinary kindness
invariably left me conscious of the blessing that
she has been to us all."

-Archbishop of Canterbury Justin Welby
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And she said, "Well, I live in London, but I have a
holiday home just on the other side of the hills."
He said, "How often have you been coming up here?" 
"Oh," she said, "I've been coming up here since I was a
little girl so over 80 years."
And you can see the clocks ticking, and he said, "So if
you've been coming up here for 80 years, you must
have met the Queen?"
And quick as a flash, she says, "Well, I haven't, but
Dick here meets her regularly."
So the guy said to me, "Oh so you've met the Queen -
what's she like?"
And I was with her a long time so I could pull her leg,
so I said, "Oh, she can be cantankerous at times but
she's got a lovely sense of humour."
Next thing I knew, this guy comes, puts his arm
around my shoulder and he gets his camera, gives it
to the Queen, and says, "Can you take a picture of the
two of us?"
And then we swapped places and I took a picture of
them with the Queen and we never let on, and we
waved goodbye, and Her Majesty said to me, "I'd love
to be a fly on the wall when he shows those
photographs to friends in America and hopefully
someone tells him who I am.""

-former Royal Protection Officer Richard "Dick" Griffin
 

"I was fortunate to share the last 24 hours of my
dearest Mother’s life. It has been an honour and a
privilege to accompany her on her final journeys. ... I
offer my thanks to each and every one who share our
sense of loss. We may have been reminded how
much of her presence and contribution to our
national identity we took for granted. ...To my mother,
The Queen, thank you."

-Princess Anne

"I am proud to be an Elizabethan. We mourn a
woman, who, with or without the crown, was the
epitome of nobility."

-Dame Helen Mirren
 

"Along with the rest of the nation, I am deeply
saddened to hear the news of Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth’s passing. She was an inspiring presence
to be around, and led the country through some of
our greatest, and darkest, moments with grace,
decency, and a genuine caring warmth. Queen
Elizabeth has been a huge part of my life from
childhood to this day, and I will miss her dearly."

-Sir Elton John
 

"For the whole of my life, the Queen has been the
constant anchor of not just Britain and her
beloved Commonwealth, but an inspiration to the
world for her lifetime of service. Her legacy will be
remembered as a selfless beacon for love,
understanding and the celebration of fellow
human beings all over the world, no matter their
race or creed. Madeleine and I are deeply
saddened by this news, and our thoughts and
prayers are with Her Majesty The Queen’s family."

-Sir Andrew Lloyd Webber
 

"There were two Americans on a walking holiday.
And it was clear from the moment we first stopped
that they hadn't recognized the Queen... And the
American gentleman was telling the Queen where
he came from, where he was headed to next,
where he had been in Britain. And I could see it
coming and, sure enough, the gentleman asked
Her Majesty, "And where do you live?" 
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When We Met The Queen
Text by Frances Geiger Pelles

Meeting Queen Elizabeth was not only nerve
wracking, but also incredibly exciting and fun.
The memories of that special day, and the
days leading up to the 25th, will be forever
etched on my mind and heart, and Heike’s too.  
When it was announced that Queen Elizabeth II
would, during her State visit to Germany, visit
Frankfurt, I was curious to know who would be
allowed to meet her and what her itinerary
entailed. Most of all I wanted to know if it would
be possible to get as many BCT members as
close to Her Majesty as possible. We had plenty
of Royalists and potential flag wavers in the
club and it would be a great chance to get
close to one of the greatest monarchs in British
history.

Her visit was only two weeks away so it was
important to act quickly. My first approach was
to contact Dr. vant Padje and ask if BCT
members would be allowed to stand in Römer
Platz or better still be allowed into the
Paulskirche so that we could welcome our
Queen to Frankfurt. 

The response was a flat - no. Unfortunately, Dr.
vant Padje told me, all the places had been
allocated. There was absolutely no chance of
accommodating my proposal of twenty BCT
members. My response was robust. Not only do
we have many Royalists in our club I told him,
but we have also been established for almost
fifty years (in 2015). I emphasized how hard we
had worked to integrate our communities, and
we had donated thousands of Euros to local
charities. If any group should be invited, it
should be the BCT! His answer was still no. 

Thinking that was it, I almost fell over when the
next day I had an email to say that two places
had been found with the suggestion that
perhaps my husband and I would like to attend
and join the other guests in the Paulskirche –
subject, of course, to the rigorous security
check by Hessen Police.

My husband, who had been following my
progress, was very excited at the thought of
meeting the Queen. However, his enthusiasm
was sadly upended when I told him there was
only one person who should accompany me
and that was Heike Wolf, our lovely,
unassuming and hard working Vice President. 
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My notion that contacting Heike to pass on the
exciting news would be easy was in fact the
opposite.  It became a real challenge. Heike
was out of town running a course on
Intercultural Training. She was not answering
her emails or phone calls. Eventually after
dozens of calls Heike picked up. At first she
thought I was teasing her, but then came the
realisation that I was serious. 

Several exclamations of “Oh my God, I am
going to meet the Queen,” were followed
promptly by “is it true?”. And then the gasp,
“what are we going to wear?”. We didn’t have
very long to prepare, there was the security
check to get through and, because we knew we
would have problems getting to the Paulskirche
on the morning of the 25th, we had to plan on
either staying in Frankfurt overnight or
travelling very early the next morning. Hotels
and parking needed confirming.

In short we solved it all.  We arrived at
Paulskirche quivering with anticipation and
excitement. As we made our way across the
red carpet to the church, we saw the happy,
cheering crowd, waiting eagerly for the Queen.
Outside it was all so colourful and boisterous;
inside it was calm and reverent.

We took our places. We would have to wait at
least half an hour. The Queen and Prince Philip
had been delayed. Was all of this for nothing?
Our nerves were frayed. We looked at each in
horror. Would she have time to see us? Would
we be able to say our little bit about the BCT?
And would we, after all the practising, have the
chance to curtsey?

Our fears were quelled when we heard the
cheers of the waiting crowd. More than three
thousand had gathered in Römerplatz to
welcome Her Majesty to Frankfurt. Heike and I
shared yet another nervous glance, when
accompanied by the German Präsident
Joachim Gauck and Volker Bouffier
(Ministerpräsident of Hessen), the Queen was
ushered into the Paulskirche. Resplendent in a
beautiful blue coat and hat, trimmed with
turquoise, Her Majesty calmly made her way
around the circle of guests gathered in the
church. 

continued



Just as we thought our moment was over and she had started to
walk away she turned back, “It must be wonderful when you all get

together,” she said. “It is your Majesty,” we agreed. 
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As the Queen moved closer to us I was surprised
to see how small Her Majesty was. Here within a
few metres from us was this diminutive power-
house, around five feet tall, who was not only an
inspiration to working women and working
mothers, she was also an example for people
over seventy plus to keep working, to keep
active. 

Our hearts were pounding when Her Majesty
stopped to speak to us. Volker Bouffier
introduced us. We curtsied! Thankfully no
stumbling or falling over. We told her about the
BCT, how many members and families we had in
the club and how we planned to celebrate her
ninetieth birthday the following year. Up close
Queen Elizabeth was beautiful. Just as we
thought our moment was over and the Queen
had started to walk away, she turned back. “It
must be wonderful when you all get together,”
she said. “It is your Majesty,” we agreed. 

continued

Heike and I were overjoyed. We were escorted
from Paulskirche into the cheering crowd and the
waiting press who surrounded us within seconds.
Microphones were pushed forward, cameras
clicked – our fifteen minutes of fame. We were
featured in almost every local (see photo on page
23) and some national newspapers – we spread
the news about the BCT. The Bad Homburger
Woche even did a centre-page spread. It was
amazing.

When news of the Queen’s death was released
Heike wrote me a beautiful mail to say how thrilled
she was to have had the chance to have joined
me on that wonderful day when we met Her
Gracious Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. Heike and I
have agreed to meet and relive those special
moments we will never forget. And as Her Majesty
said “it must be wonderful when you all get
together,” that is exactly what we, the BCT, should
do to celebrate the life of Queen Elizabeth II. 



These Past 70 Years 

1956: The Logic Theorist, funded by the RAND1956: The Logic Theorist, funded by the RAND
Corporation, was presented at the DartmouthCorporation, was presented at the Dartmouth
Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence.Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence.
It is what many consider to be the first artificialIt is what many consider to be the first artificial
intelligence program.intelligence program.
1957: Dr. Albert Sabin developed a polio vaccine1957: Dr. Albert Sabin developed a polio vaccine
using weak strains of polio used to activate theusing weak strains of polio used to activate the
human immune system.human immune system.
Also in 1957: The (former) USSR launched Sputnik 1,Also in 1957: The (former) USSR launched Sputnik 1,
the first artificial satellite to orbit Earth.the first artificial satellite to orbit Earth.
1958: Dr. Edward H. Hon of Yale used the Doppler1958: Dr. Edward H. Hon of Yale used the Doppler
Ultrasound to detect a fetal heartbeat, makingUltrasound to detect a fetal heartbeat, making
this a stape in prenatal care.this a stape in prenatal care.
1960: Morton Heilig patented the Telesphere Mask,1960: Morton Heilig patented the Telesphere Mask,
the first head-mounted display to providethe first head-mounted display to provide
stereoscopic 3D images with stereo side, astereoscopic 3D images with stereo side, a
precursor to the virtual reality headsets that areprecursor to the virtual reality headsets that are
prevalent in the gaming industry to date.prevalent in the gaming industry to date.
1964: IBM rolled out its OS7360, the first computer1964: IBM rolled out its OS7360, the first computer
operating system for mass production.operating system for mass production.
1969: Millions from all over the world, including the1969: Millions from all over the world, including the
Queen, watched as Apollo 11's landing moduleQueen, watched as Apollo 11's landing module
touched down on the moon's surface. Americantouched down on the moon's surface. American
astronaut Neil Armstrong became the first humanastronaut Neil Armstrong became the first human
to step foot on the moon.to step foot on the moon.

On June 2, 1953, Queen Elizabeth was crowned inOn June 2, 1953, Queen Elizabeth was crowned in
Westminster Abbey in the first televised coronationWestminster Abbey in the first televised coronation
ceremony. It was estimated that around 27 millionceremony. It was estimated that around 27 million
people in the United Kingdom and more across thepeople in the United Kingdom and more across the
world tuned in to see the 25 year-old monarch on theworld tuned in to see the 25 year-old monarch on the
BBC coverage. According to sciencemuseum.org.uk,BBC coverage. According to sciencemuseum.org.uk,
"Homes, pubs and community centres were packed"Homes, pubs and community centres were packed
with people, all eyes fixed on the grainy, black-and-with people, all eyes fixed on the grainy, black-and-
white images from the television set. Subsequentwhite images from the television set. Subsequent
surveys suggested that for each television showingsurveys suggested that for each television showing
the coronation, an average of 17 people werethe coronation, an average of 17 people were
watching—jostling for a good view of the tiny screenswatching—jostling for a good view of the tiny screens
of the day." Noted by the Radio Times as "the day thatof the day." Noted by the Radio Times as "the day that
changed television", the news that the coronationchanged television", the news that the coronation
would be fully broadcasted increased the building ofwould be fully broadcasted increased the building of
transmitters in the most rural parts of the Unitedtransmitters in the most rural parts of the United
Kingdom. Given that the television was still in itsKingdom. Given that the television was still in its
infancy, "the coronation is usually seen as theinfancy, "the coronation is usually seen as the
moment when television was instantly transformedmoment when television was instantly transformed
from a primitive, minority activity intofrom a primitive, minority activity into  
a sophisticated mass medium."a sophisticated mass medium."

Since then, technology has just continued toSince then, technology has just continued to  
move forward at breathtaking speed to changemove forward at breathtaking speed to change  
the world and our perception of it. Below are somethe world and our perception of it. Below are some
such examples:such examples:

Compiled by Julie Ng
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continued
1987: Laparascopic surgery has its beginnings
and lasers were used to correct impaired vision.
1990: Tim Berners-Lee invented hypertext, the
initial idea that would become the World Wide
Web. It was also the year that the Hubble Space
Telescope was delployed.
1994: Stanford students Jerry Yang and David Filo
catalogued websites that interested them and
called it "David and Jerry's Guide to the World
Wide Web." which was later renamed to "Yahoo!"
(Yet Another Hierarchical Officious Oracle,
according to their website).
1995: Online shopping grew up this year, with the
launch of Amazon and eBay. Holiday Inn also
opened the first hotel website and allowed the
reservation and purchase of rooms. 
1996: Dolly was cloned from a cell taken from the
mammary gland of a six-year-old Finn Dorset
sheep and an egg cell taken from a Scottish
Blackface sheep. She was born to her Scottish
Blackface surrogate mother on 5th July. 
1998: In August the world’s first bionic arm was
fitted to Campbell Aird, a patient who suffered
from muscular cancer, at the Princess Margaret
Rose Hospital in Edinburgh by a team led by
David Gow. In this same year Google began
operations in a Menlo Park California garage.
1999: The first Blackberry mobile device is
launched. Bluetooth 1.0 was also developed and
launched.
2001: Apple released the iPod. 
2001: Wikipedia is launched, and the AbioCor
artificial heart, which was created by the
Massachusetts-based company AbioMed,
became the first artificial heart to successfully
replace a human heart in heart transplant
procedures. 
2002: iRobot Corporation released the first version
of its vacuum cleaning robot, the Roomba®.
2002: Friendster, the first widely-used social
network, was founded by Canadian computer
programmer Jonathan Abrams. 
2004: Students at Harvard (Mark Zuckerberg,
Eduardo Saverin, Dustin Moskovitz, and Chris
Hughes)launched The Facebook, later renamed
as Facebook. 
2005: Google launched Googlemaps. YouTube
launched in the same year.
2006: Twitter was launched, and the micro-
blogging site changed the speed and the way
people communicated directly to the masses.
2007: iPhone. That's it, that's the thing.
2008: Tesla Motors began producing their first
vehicle, the Roadster.
2008: WHO introduced the Surgical Safety
Checklist, improving pre and post surgical care.

1971: This was a big year because not only was
the first laser printer developed at Xerox PARC,
it was also in this same year that Michael S.
Hart launched Project Gutenberg and digitized
the first eBook in the world (the U.S. Declaration
of Independence). In addition, this was the
year the first email message was sent
(between two mainframe computers), and the
first time 3D printing technology was patented
(by Johannes F. Gottwald). Finally, it was the
year the first ever CT Scanner, developed by Dr.
Godfrey Hounsfield, was used on a patient in
London.
1972: The shiny compact disc was invented and
the first mass-produced video game, Pong,
was released. General Electric developed a
computerized flight simulator that will become
a standard in the aviation industry.
1974: The first personal computer, the Altair, is
sold to the public. In this same year Vinton Cerf
and Robert Kahn produced the TCP/IP
(Transmission Control Protocol/ Internet
Protocol), the bais for how data is transmitted
over the Internet.
1975: Microsoft is founded by high school
friends Bill Gates and Paul Allen.
1975: Eastman Kodak engineer Steven Sasson
developed the first digital camera.
1976: Apple is founded by Steve Wozniak and
Steve Jobs on April Fool's Day.
1979: Radiologists at Mass General begin using
MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) to
diagnose illness and/or injury.
1979: Solar Challenger, the first fuel-less, solar-
powered plane, made a five-hour, 270 plus
kilometre flight across the English Channel.
1980: This is the year of miniatures! The
portable Sony Walklman is invented and Fujio
Masuoka at Toshiba invents the SD Card.
1981: Scientists derived embryonic stem cells
from early mouse embryos, paving the way for
future human stem cell research. It was also a
big year for the personal computer as IBM
launched its first "laptop", the Osborne. MS-DOS
1.0 was also released in August of this year.
1983: The Global Positioning System (GPS) was
made available for civilian aircraft use.
1984: Apple released the Macintosh Computer,
widely popular due to its accompanying
mouse and graphical user interface.
1985: The first internet domain name is registed
by Symbolics (symbolics.com).
1987: Presenter (or more commonly known as
Power Point 1.0) was released on MACs. It could
only show black-and-white images and had
only one transition style available.
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2009: The Fitbit Tracker was sold to the public. It
strengthened the "quantified self-movement"
movement and allowed people to better track their
activity and heartrate.
2010: Apple introduced the iPad, digital television
became the broadcast standard in major countries
in the world, and Skype provided its users with
high-definition video conferencing.
2011: Curiosity was launched in November and was
tasked with discovering signs of habitability on
Mars.
2012: Google announced in August that its
automated vehicles had completed over 300,000
miles of accident-free driving.
2014: Curiosity, the Mars rover, found water on Mars.
2012: American biochemist Jennifer Doudna and
French microbiologist Emmanuelle Charpentier
developed CRISPR-Cas9, a method for editing
genes—that is, making changes to DNA sequences. 
2017: In the field of Artificial Intelligence, the team of
AlphaGo announced that it had become the
world’s best go player. The previous year AlphaGo
had defeated the expert player Lee Sedol in a
match 4–1. AlphaGo then played itself and, through
continual improvement, was able to defeat the
version that had defeated Lee, 100–0. 
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2013: The Large Hadron Collider became the
world's largest and most powerful particle
accelerator (and is the world's largest single
machine). Its most important finding to date is
the Higgs-Boson particle, which strongly
supports the standard model of particle physics,
used to describe the most fundamental forces
in the universe.
2013: ·3D printing technology has enabled
researchers to print body parts, not just with
synthetic materials, but using bioprinting,
growing cells from a patient’s stem cells to, for
example, print skin to encourage faster burn or
wound healing. 
2016: Sophia, the first robot citizen and the first
robot Innovation Ambassador for the United
Nations Development Programme, was first
unveiled. This robot is different as she can
"discern someone's emotions from their tone of
voice and facial expression and react in kind.
Sophia also can mirror people's postures, and
her code generates realistic facial movements." 
2020: The FDA gives emergency use
authorization to two mRNA COVID-19 vaccines,
the Pfizer-BioNTech and the Moderna COVID-19
vaccines.

The large Hadron Col l ider  in  Geneva,  Switzer land

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Jennifer-Doudna
https://www.britannica.com/science/gene-editing
https://www.britannica.com/science/DNA
https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/coronavirus/in-depth/coronavirus-vaccine/art-20484859


Queen Elizabeth II and Germany

The Queen was adored by many in Germany andThe Queen was adored by many in Germany and
the Queen rewarded them by visits on quite a fewthe Queen rewarded them by visits on quite a few
occasions during her 70 year reign. Around 50% ofoccasions during her 70 year reign. Around 50% of
all Germans are ardent fans of the British royalall Germans are ardent fans of the British royal
family.family.  

It is well known that the Queen had some GermanIt is well known that the Queen had some German
ancestry, so let us begin by quoting a section fromancestry, so let us begin by quoting a section from
an article written by Jeremy Paxmanan article written by Jeremy Paxman    in 2017.in 2017.    “If you“If you
put the term “House of Windsor” into Google, theput the term “House of Windsor” into Google, the
first question in the “People Also Ask” section is “Isfirst question in the “People Also Ask” section is “Is
the Queen of England German?” Algorithms do notthe Queen of England German?” Algorithms do not
lie, so lots of people must harbour doubts. Thelie, so lots of people must harbour doubts. The
answer is that of course she’s not German: heranswer is that of course she’s not German: her
aristocratic British mother’s birth was registered inaristocratic British mother’s birth was registered in
Hitchin, a market town in Hertfordshire knownHitchin, a market town in Hertfordshire known
mainly for being the scene of the worst hailstorm inmainly for being the scene of the worst hailstorm in
British history in 1697. It is decidedly not in Germany.British history in 1697. It is decidedly not in Germany.
So, yes, the Queen is partly German."So, yes, the Queen is partly German."

How German was the Queen? In October 1714, theHow German was the Queen? In October 1714, the
German Elector George Ludwig of Hanover wasGerman Elector George Ludwig of Hanover was
crowned King George I of England. He was the firstcrowned King George I of England. He was the first
German to ascend an English throne. George I wasGerman to ascend an English throne. George I was
followed by George II, George III and George IV. Bothfollowed by George II, George III and George IV. Both
George III and George IV chose Germans as wives.George III and George IV chose Germans as wives.
George III married German Princess Charlotte ofGeorge III married German Princess Charlotte of
Mecklenburg-Strelitz. George IV married Caroline ofMecklenburg-Strelitz. George IV married Caroline of
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel. George IV's niece VictoriaBrunswick-Wolfenbüttel. George IV's niece Victoria
was next on the throne. Victoria's father was Princewas next on the throne. Victoria's father was Prince
Edward, Duke of Kent, the fourth son of the reigningEdward, Duke of Kent, the fourth son of the reigning
King of the United Kingdom, George III. A successionKing of the United Kingdom, George III. A succession
crisis brought pressure on the Duke of Kent and hiscrisis brought pressure on the Duke of Kent and his
unmarried brothers to marry and have children. Inunmarried brothers to marry and have children. In
1818 the Duke of Kent married Princess Victoria of1818 the Duke of Kent married Princess Victoria of
Saxe-Coburg-Saalfeld, a widowed GermanSaxe-Coburg-Saalfeld, a widowed German
princess, born in Coburg. She had married theprincess, born in Coburg. She had married the  
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Prince of Leiningen thus becoming the Princess ofPrince of Leiningen thus becoming the Princess of
Leiningen to live in Amorbach to the South-East ofLeiningen to live in Amorbach to the South-East of
Frankfurt. Victoria, born inFrankfurt. Victoria, born in London, was the Duke and London, was the Duke and
Duchess of Kent's only child. Queen Victoria wasDuchess of Kent's only child. Queen Victoria was
crowned in 1837 and she was Queen Elizabeth II'scrowned in 1837 and she was Queen Elizabeth II's
Great-Great-Grandmother. Queen Victoria marriedGreat-Great-Grandmother. Queen Victoria married
her cousin the German Prince Albert of Saxe-her cousin the German Prince Albert of Saxe-
Coburg and Gotha who was also born in Coburg.Coburg and Gotha who was also born in Coburg.
Albert was popular in England and, amongst otherAlbert was popular in England and, amongst other
things, it is claimed that he initiated in England thethings, it is claimed that he initiated in England the
German custom of putting up Christmas trees.German custom of putting up Christmas trees.
Queen Victoria was succeeded by her eldest son,Queen Victoria was succeeded by her eldest son,
Edward VII in 1901, the first English king from theEdward VII in 1901, the first English king from the
German dynasty of Sachsen-Anhalt and Gotha. HeGerman dynasty of Sachsen-Anhalt and Gotha. He
was followed by George V in 1910. George V marriedwas followed by George V in 1910. George V married
the German-born Maria von Teck (although shethe German-born Maria von Teck (although she
was raised in England). During the First World War, inwas raised in England). During the First World War, in
1917, George V changed the German family name to1917, George V changed the German family name to
Windsor. George also renounced all German titles atWindsor. George also renounced all German titles at
that time. Edward VIII became King in 1937 but onlythat time. Edward VIII became King in 1937 but only
for 326 days before he abdicated. This brought hisfor 326 days before he abdicated. This brought his
brother Albert, known as George VI to the throne,brother Albert, known as George VI to the throne,
something he had not been expecting. Sadlysomething he had not been expecting. Sadly
George VI suffered from poor health and died inGeorge VI suffered from poor health and died in
1952 thus bringing a young Elizabeth to the throne.1952 thus bringing a young Elizabeth to the throne.
The link with Germany continued when ElizabethThe link with Germany continued when Elizabeth
married Philip. Philip was known by some in themarried Philip. Philip was known by some in the
English press as "Phil the Greek" but he was muchEnglish press as "Phil the Greek" but he was much
more German than Greek. Philip was born on themore German than Greek. Philip was born on the
Greek island of Corfu in 1921. He was the only son ofGreek island of Corfu in 1921. He was the only son of
Prince Andrew of Greece and Denmark and PrincessPrince Andrew of Greece and Denmark and Princess
Alice of Battenberg. A member of the House ofAlice of Battenberg. A member of the House of
Glücksburg, the ruling house of Denmark and aGlücksburg, the ruling house of Denmark and a
branch of the German House of Oldenburg, Princebranch of the German House of Oldenburg, Prince
Philip never showed any emotional attachment toPhilip never showed any emotional attachment to
the country of Greece where he had once been athe country of Greece where he had once been a
prince, probably because his father had been putprince, probably because his father had been put  
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on trial in Greece and legend has it that theon trial in Greece and legend has it that the
eighteen-month-old Prince Philip escaped fromeighteen-month-old Prince Philip escaped from
Greece by being hidden in a wooden box ofGreece by being hidden in a wooden box of
oranges.oranges. Philip was educated for some time in Philip was educated for some time in
Germany. After his marriage to Elizabeth, Philip, whoGermany. After his marriage to Elizabeth, Philip, who
spoke fluent German, dropped his German nobilityspoke fluent German, dropped his German nobility
title "von Schleswig-Holstein-Sonderburg-title "von Schleswig-Holstein-Sonderburg-
Glücksburg" for the simpler Mountbatten. GermanGlücksburg" for the simpler Mountbatten. German
connections continue into the more recentconnections continue into the more recent
generations. Queen Elizabeth had four children. Thegenerations. Queen Elizabeth had four children. The
eldest, Charles had 2 sons and one, Prince Harry,eldest, Charles had 2 sons and one, Prince Harry,
married Meghan Markle (formerly spelt Merckel).married Meghan Markle (formerly spelt Merckel).
The Markle family is of German descent andThe Markle family is of German descent and
originates in Alsace on the modern French–Germanoriginates in Alsace on the modern French–German
border. Meghan's paternal ancestors moved to theborder. Meghan's paternal ancestors moved to the
United States in the 17th century. The new KingUnited States in the 17th century. The new King
Charles III, has a bloodline made up of roughly halfCharles III, has a bloodline made up of roughly half
German ancestors. Thus Queen Elizabeth II wasGerman ancestors. Thus Queen Elizabeth II was
British, but partly of German descent.British, but partly of German descent.  

Queen Elizabeth II was our most travelled monarchQueen Elizabeth II was our most travelled monarch
covering over 1,000,000 miles and visiting 117covering over 1,000,000 miles and visiting 117
countries during her reign. Perhaps, not surprisingly,countries during her reign. Perhaps, not surprisingly,
outside of the UK she spent most time in Australiaoutside of the UK she spent most time in Australia
and visited Canada on most occasions (27 times).and visited Canada on most occasions (27 times).
However she made 11 trips to Germany during the 70However she made 11 trips to Germany during the 70
years, visiting at least once in each of 6 decades. Asyears, visiting at least once in each of 6 decades. As
a comparison she never went to Greece during hera comparison she never went to Greece during her
reign. Four of these visits to Germany were officialreign. Four of these visits to Germany were official
State Visits. Perhaps the first visit in 1965 could beState Visits. Perhaps the first visit in 1965 could be
considered to be the most important. This was theconsidered to be the most important. This was the
first time a British monarch had visited Germanyfirst time a British monarch had visited Germany
since 1913, when King George V attended thesince 1913, when King George V attended the
wedding of Princess Victoria of Prussia. During herwedding of Princess Victoria of Prussia. During her
11-day stay, she travelled 3,000 kilometres, visited11-day stay, she travelled 3,000 kilometres, visited
eight of its ten states and was cheered by adoringeight of its ten states and was cheered by adoring
crowds wherever she went. The aim of the visit wascrowds wherever she went. The aim of the visit was
promoting reconciliation between the UK andpromoting reconciliation between the UK and
Germany, and more than a million people lined theGermany, and more than a million people lined the
streets of Berlin to see her. She was greeted with thestreets of Berlin to see her. She was greeted with the
same enthusisam as US President John F. Kennedysame enthusisam as US President John F. Kennedy
two years before. The Queen managed to give hopetwo years before. The Queen managed to give hope
and inspiration to all Germans – East and West ofand inspiration to all Germans – East and West of
the Iron Curtain. A crowd even gathered on the Eastthe Iron Curtain. A crowd even gathered on the East
Berlin side of the Berlin Wall to capture a glimpse ofBerlin side of the Berlin Wall to capture a glimpse of
the Queen. In 1978 a curious coincidence broughtthe Queen. In 1978 a curious coincidence brought
the Queen to Berlin at the same time as the bandthe Queen to Berlin at the same time as the band
Queen with Freddie Mercury. In 1992, after GermanQueen with Freddie Mercury. In 1992, after German    
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reunification The Queen walked through thereunification The Queen walked through the
Brandenberg Gate, which had been a symbol ofBrandenberg Gate, which had been a symbol of
East and West division for decades. It was duringEast and West division for decades. It was during
this trip that the Queen visited Dresden as a gesturethis trip that the Queen visited Dresden as a gesture
of reconciliation. Her last visit was in 2015, startingof reconciliation. Her last visit was in 2015, starting
with a boat tour on the Spree in Berlin. She came towith a boat tour on the Spree in Berlin. She came to
Frankfurt on this trip and two committee membersFrankfurt on this trip and two committee members
of the British Club had the opportunity to meet her.of the British Club had the opportunity to meet her.
One of the thousands of onlookers at Frankfurt saidOne of the thousands of onlookers at Frankfurt said
“The world changes, there’s trouble in Europe, but“The world changes, there’s trouble in Europe, but
the queen doesn’t change. She represents stability,the queen doesn’t change. She represents stability,
continuity, traditions, and people are yearning forcontinuity, traditions, and people are yearning for
that.” It was in 2015 when the President of Germany,that.” It was in 2015 when the President of Germany,
Joachin Gauck, gave the Queen a painting by artistJoachin Gauck, gave the Queen a painting by artist
Nicole Leidenfrost depicting Her Majesty as a youngNicole Leidenfrost depicting Her Majesty as a young
girl sitting on a horse and attended to by her father.girl sitting on a horse and attended to by her father.
The painting is impressionist in nature and theThe painting is impressionist in nature and the
horse is mostly blue and it is claimed that thehorse is mostly blue and it is claimed that the
Queen's response to the painting was “It’s a strangeQueen's response to the painting was “It’s a strange
colour for a horse.” In 2017 the German Presidentcolour for a horse.” In 2017 the German President
Frank-Walter Steinmeier gave Queen Elizabeth II aFrank-Walter Steinmeier gave Queen Elizabeth II a
set of glittery bauble decorations for Christmas. Theset of glittery bauble decorations for Christmas. The
glittery baubles were intended for the Queen’sglittery baubles were intended for the Queen’s
Christmas tree at Sandringham in Norfolk. TheChristmas tree at Sandringham in Norfolk. The
Queen had Christmas decorations kept up untilQueen had Christmas decorations kept up until
February in her Sandringham Estate, where sheFebruary in her Sandringham Estate, where she
usually spent the festive season. The decorationsusually spent the festive season. The decorations
were taken down on the 6th of February for thewere taken down on the 6th of February for the
reason that this is the anniversary of her father'sreason that this is the anniversary of her father's
death in 1952.death in 1952.  

Why was Queen Elizabeth so popular in Germany?Why was Queen Elizabeth so popular in Germany?
Perhaps it is because Kings and Queens havePerhaps it is because Kings and Queens have
provided magic in fairy tales, so popular amongstprovided magic in fairy tales, so popular amongst
Germans during childhood. The Royal familyGermans during childhood. The Royal family
fascinates Germans too. The private life of thefascinates Germans too. The private life of the
Royals provides interest for gossip and for popularRoyals provides interest for gossip and for popular
magazines. Then there are the consequences of themagazines. Then there are the consequences of the
Second World War. She was the last surviving headSecond World War. She was the last surviving head
of state to have served in this conflict. As a youngof state to have served in this conflict. As a young
woman, Elizabeth served 3 weeks in the British Armywoman, Elizabeth served 3 weeks in the British Army
learning to drive and change tyres. It was duringlearning to drive and change tyres. It was during
this time that she discovered her lifelongthis time that she discovered her lifelong
enthusiasm for cars. She visited many wartime sitesenthusiasm for cars. She visited many wartime sites
during her many visits in acts of reconciliation. Theduring her many visits in acts of reconciliation. The
Queen was ready to extend the hand of friendshipQueen was ready to extend the hand of friendship
to Germans in 1965 when not everyone was readyto Germans in 1965 when not everyone was ready
to do so.to do so.  



Another reason might be that Germany can follow
the Royal Family's pomp, glamour and celebrity
status but without having to finance it! Germans
also know well that the English Royal House bore a
German name for many years. Another explication
could be the length of The Queen's reign. Germans,
British and citizens of many other countries
perceived Queen Elizabeth II as embodying calm
and consistency. Important to Germans was that
she displayed stereotypical German virtues
throughout her life, including discipline and a
unwavering sense of duty. As a key stateswoman
on the world stage, she has been around for most
people as long as they have been alive. A number
of Germans remember their youth as a time in
which Queen Elizabeth did already exist.

In summary: There is a strong bond between
Germany and the British royal family. The Queen
stood for something Germans appreciate -
continuity, stability and a sense of duty. British-
German relations can be viewed as something
special. Germany and Britain have been best
friends for years now. Almost 300,000 Germans
permanently live and work in the UK and well over
120,000 British people live in Germany. The Queen
played a major role in reconciling Germany and the
UK in the years after the Second World War. Perhaps
the last lines should be left to the German
Chancellor, Olaf Scholz. He said the Queen was “an
example and inspiration to millions, here in
Germany. Her commitment to German-British
reconciliation after the horrors of World War II will
never be forgotten. She will be missed, not least for
her wonderful humour.”

1. https://jeremypaxman.co.uk/revelations/a-hundred-
years-of-windsors-but-still-the-queen-is-partly-german

The Queen stood for
something Germans

appreciate -
continuity, stability and

a sense of duty. 
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Thank you Ma'am, 
for everything.
P A D D I N G T O N  B E A R


